IRI-MdM International Internship Programme 2019

The Institut de Robòtica i Informàtica Industrial, CSIC-UPC, offers 3 grants addressed to international Master or Doctoral students to carry out a research internship in our centre. This programme is under the María de Maeztu Unit of Excellence Seal.

1. Requirements of the applicants
The candidate must be a Master/Doctoral student enrolled in an academic program in their home institution.

2. Duration of the internship
Each internship will last for at least 3 months.

3. Funding support:
Each internship will cover the travel and accommodation expenses of the students until 2.000 €.

4. How to apply
Step 1) The student has to come to an agreement with an IRI researcher about the topic of his/her internship and its starting date. Students are free to contact any IRI researcher of their areas of interest, or send his/her CV at jobs@iri.upc.edu

Step 2) Next, the IRI researcher must present the internship proposal to the IRI MdM Committee by sending an e-mail to mdm@iri.upc.edu with this information:
- Profile of the student (name, university)
- Research topic of the internship
- Starting date of the internship
- Attached documentation: CV and academic transcripts of the student
The program runs continuously for the whole duration of the excellence seal recognition period. Specific application deadlines are detailed at the end of this document.

Step 3) The IRI MdM Committee will evaluate all internship proposals received and will communicate the decision to the IRI researcher.